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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss in detail a site for simplicial spaces which is particularly suitable
for de-ning derived functors for maps between simplicial spaces. It is shown that the derived
category of sheaves on this site is closely related to the derived category of sheaves on an-
other well-known site. Applications to algebraic group actions in positive characteristics are also
discussed. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14F20; 14F99
0. Introduction
The derived category of a simplicial space is often de-ned using a Grothendieck
topology originally de-ned by Deligne (see [6]). This topology plays a fundamental
role in the cohomological study of simplicial spaces. Nevertheless, this topology is not
often convenient for de-ning derived functors for maps between simplicial spaces. To
see the di;culty, consider a map f• :X• → Y• of simplicial spaces. Then one may
de-ne points of Y• in such a way so that if p• is a point of Y•, the -ber of f• over
p• (denoted X•p•) is a sub-simplicial space of X•. If f is proper and F is a sheaf on
X• it would often be desirable to identify the stalks Rf∗(F)p with H∗(X•p• ;F|X•p• ).
However, this is never possible with the site in [6]. This problem arises in the setting
of equivariant derived categories and one reason for often adopting a non-simplicial
setting to de-ne these is to circumvent this problem. Such approaches, however, do not
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apply in general to group-scheme actions in positive characteristics (see Theorem 5.1
for example) nor to general simplicial algebraic spaces or schemes which, for example,
arise in the study of algebraic stacks. For this purpose, we introduce a topology called
the simplicial topology in a general setting, in this paper. This simplicial topology plays
a key role in establishing derived functors associated to maps of simplicial spaces in
positive characteristics. In fact, one of the original motivations for the present paper
is a new application to actions of non-connected groups which play a crucial role
in extending the results of the paper [5] on vanishing of odd dimensional intersection
cohomology to positive characteristics. This is discussed in the last section. It should be
pointed out that in order to establish decent properties for sheaves on the simplicial site,
one has to still invoke the topology due to Deligne. In fact, as we show below, much
is gained by relating these two topologies and the two topologies seem to complement
each other rather nicely. The results of this paper should be viewed as an extension of
the fundamental ideas in [6,8].
Here is an outline of the paper. Sections 1 and 2 are devoted to basic de-nitions.
Section 3 is devoted to a detailed comparison of the simplicial site with a more familiar
site and in Section 4, we discuss Theorem 4.2 which is one of our key techniques.
Our discussion in the -rst three sections, which form the foundations for the rest of
the paper, is kept su;ciently general (and somewhat detailed) so as to be applicable
to other contexts.
1. The basic denitions
1.0. Throughout the paper we will adopt the following conventions. We will only con-
sider schemes and algebraic spaces de-ned over a -xed Noetherian base scheme S.
These will be provided with a Grothendieck topology; typically this will be either the
Zariski, Hetale or Nisnevich topologies. The category of all algebraic spaces (schemes)
over S will be denoted (alg:spaces=S) ((schemes=S), respectively). Our results also
hold for locally compact HausdorI topological spaces with reasonable properties (as in
[19, 1:2]), though we do not consider them explicitly and are left to the reader. (See
[1,13,17] for basic de-nitions.)
A simplicial space will always mean a simplicial object in the category of algebraic
spaces over S. The category of simplicial algebraic spaces over S (simplicial schemes
over S) will be denoted (simpl :spaces=S) ((simpl :schemes=S), respectively). We put
three basic hypotheses on the sites we consider. These will be marked A.1, A.2 and
A.3 and will be spread out in the -rst section.
Our -rst goal is to extend Grothendieck topologies de-ned on algebraic spaces to
simplicial spaces. For this, we will begin with a class P of maps of algebraic spaces
that satisfy the following conditions:
(i) If  :X ′ → X is an isomorphism,  belongs to P.
(ii) If  :X ′′ → X ′ belongs to P and  :X ′ → X belongs to P, then the composition
 ◦  belongs to P.
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(iii) If  :X ′ → X belongs to P and Y → X is an arbitrary map, the pull-back
X ′×X Y → Y belongs to P.
The language of -bered categories (see [17, Expose VI]) seems to provide a convenient
technique for handling both big and small sites simultaneously for simplicial spaces.
(From the description below, one may see that such sites are put together from the cor-
responding sites on the algebraic spaces in each degree. Since we need to relate the sites
of the algebraic spaces in each degree by means of the structure maps of the simplicial
space, the language of -bered categories is unavoidable.) We de-ne a Grothendieck
topology Top, on (alg:spaces=S) as a 5bered category, -bered over (alg:spaces=S),
provided with a class P as above and satisfying the following hypotheses:
A.1(i) For each algebraic space X; Top(X ) is a full sub-category of the category of
all algebraic spaces Y over X .
(ii) Closed under -nite inverse limits and such that for any Y → X in Top(X ) and
any map U → Y in P, the composition U → Y → X belongs to Top(X ). We also
require that X id→X belong to Top(X ). (Observe as a consequence that any  :Y → X
in P also belongs to Top(X ).)
We de-ne the coverings of any object Y in Top(X ) to be given by families {f :
U → Y in P|} so that
⋃
 f(U)=Y .
Remark. (1) Observe that the property of being a -bered category implies that for
each map f :Y → X of algebraic spaces, there is an induced functor f−1 :Top(X )→
Top(Y ), sending U ∈Top(X ) to f−1(U )=U×X Y . Moreover, if g :Z → Y is another
map of algebraic spaces, there is given a natural isomorphism between the two functors
g−1 ◦ f−1  (f ◦ g)−1 and such natural isomorphisms are required to satisfy certain
compatibility conditions.
(2) This de-nition is broad enough to include both big and small topologies: if
one lets Top(X ) denote the category of all algebraic spaces over X , one obtains a
big topology. On the other hand, if one lets the objects in Top(X ) to be the maps
f :Y → X in P, then one obtains a small topology, provided for each X , the category
{f :Y → X |f in P} is a small (or skeletally small) category. Given a big topology,
Top(X ), we may consider the associated small topology Top(X;P), where the objects
are maps Y → X that are in P.
(3) When considering small topologies, it will be convenient to add the following
hypothesis on the class P which will ensure that the category Top(X ) is closed under
-nite inverse limits for any X :
(iv) if  :X ′ → X is in P, the diagonal map X ′ → X ′×X X ′ is also in P.
(4) It is clear that the (small) Hetale topology where the objects of Top(X ) are Hetale
maps Y → X is a small topology in the above sense satisfying all the four conditions on
P, whereas the Kat (h-, qfh -) topology on an algebraic space X which is the category
of all algebraic spaces Y → X and where the coverings are all 6at maps (topological
epimorphisms, topological epimorphisms that are also quasi--nite, respectively) forms
a big topology.
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1.1.1. The basic topologies on simplicial algebraic spaces. Let Top denote a
Grothendieck topology on (alg:spaces=S) satisfying A.1. We will extend this to the
following two Grothendieck topologies on (simpl :spaces=S):
(i) Let X• denote a simplicial algebraic space. We let Top(X•) denote the follow-
ing category. The objects are U → Xn in Top(Xn) for some n. Given two objects
U → Xn and V → Xm in Top(X•), a map (U → Xn) → (V → Xm) is a commutative
square
U −−−−−→ V











Xn −−−−−→ Xm
;
where the bottom row is a structure map of the given simplicial space X•. Given any
object U → Xn in Top(X•), the coverings of U → Xn are maps V →U in Top(Xn)
belonging to the class P so that
⋃
 (V)=U . (This topology is originally due to
Deligne—see [7, 5:1:6].)
(ii) We will next de-ne another Grothendieck topology, STop, on simplicial alge-
braic spaces (again as a -bered category, -bered over (simpl :spaces=S)). We de-ne
the objects of STop(X•) to consist of all maps f• :Y• → X• of simplicial algebraic
spaces so that each fn :Yn → Xn belongs to Top(Xn). Morphisms between two such
objects will be de-ned to be commutative triangles in the obvious manner. One de-nes
a family of maps {f• : V• → U•|} to be a covering if each {fn :Vn → Un|} is
a covering in Top(Xn), i.e. fn belongs to P and
⋃
 fn(Vn)=Un for all n. We will
often call this the simplicial topology associated to the given topology Top. We may
de-ne a class of maps P• between simplicial spaces as follows: a map f• :V• → U•
belongs to P• if each fn :Vn → Un belongs to the class P.
1.1.2. One may observe readily that, for each -xed X•, the category STop(X•) is
closed under -nite inverse limits. (This follows from the hypotheses that each Top(Xn)
is closed under -nite inverse limits. Observe that the inverse limit of a diagram of
simplicial schemes may be computed in each simplicial degree.)
1.1.3. The small Hetale (smooth) topology on any algebraic space X will be denoted
Et(X ) (Smt(X )). In case we are using the small Hetale topology on algebraic spaces,
the induced topologies on simplicial algebraic spaces X• will be denoted Et(X•) and
SEt(X•), respectively. The corresponding smooth topologies will be denoted Smt(X•)
and SSmt(X•).
1.2. Hypercoverings. We may de-ne hypercoverings in STop(X•) to be simplicial ob-
jects V• in STop(X•) (i.e. bisimplicial algebraic spaces over X•) so that for each
t¿ 0, the map Vt → (cos kX•t−1V•)t is a covering. (Here (cos kX•−1V•)0 =X•.) The
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hypercoverings in Top(X•) are de-ned to be bisimplicial algebraic spaces V•;• in
Top(X•) satisfying the same conditions. It follows that the hypercoverings in the above
two categories are the same. The category of hypercoverings in STop(X•) (Top(X•))
will be denoted HR(STop(X•))(HR(Top(X•)), respectively).
One may de-ne the homotopy category of hypercoverings as in [18, Expose
V, 7:3:2]. These will be denoted HHR(STop(X•)) and HHR(Top(X•)): as shown in
[18, Expose V, 7:3:2] the opposite of these categories are 5ltered categories.
1.3.1. Presheaves and sheaves. Let C denote a category that is closed under all small
limits and colimits. A presheaf on any of the above topologies with values in the cate-
gory C is a contravariant functor taking values in C. A presheaf is a sheaf if it satis-es
the usual sheaf axiom. For the topology Top(X•), such a presheaf (sheaf)F corresponds
to a collection of presheaves (sheaves, respectively) {Fn|n} on each Top(Xn) so that
for each structure map  :Xn → Xm of the simplicial space X•, there is given a map
 : ∗(Fm)→ Fn satisfying certain obvious compatibility conditions. Given a presheaf
F on Top(X•); Fn always will denote the restriction of F to Top(Xn) for each n¿ 0.
Given two presheaves (sheaves) F = {Fn|n} and F ′= {F ′n|n}, a morphism  :F → F ′
is given by a compatible collection of maps {n: Fn → F ′n|n}.
1.3.2. We say such a presheaf (sheaf) F = {Fn|n} has descent if each of the above
structure maps  is an isomorphism. If C=A is an abelian category, the sub-category
of presheaves (sheaves) with descent de-nes a full abelian sub-category of the cat-
egory of all presheaves (sheaves, respectively) on Top(X•) with values in A. The
key observation is that the sub-category of presheaves (sheaves) with descent is also
closed under extensions in the abelian category of all presheaves (sheaves, respec-
tively). For the most part, we will restrict our discussion to the case where A is
the category of modules over a given ring R, but most of our results readily extend
to other situations as well—this will be left to the reader. If R is a commutative
ring with a unit, the category of all presheaves (sheaves) of R-modules on Top(X•)
will be denoted Presh(Top(X•);R) (Sh(Top(X•);R), respectively). The correspond-
ing categories on STop(X•) are denoted Presh(STop(X•);R) and Sh(STop(X•);R),
respectively.
1.3.3. One can see readily that the categories of presheaves and sheaves are closed
under all small limits and colimits and that -ltered colimits are exact.
Remark. Assume that X• is the classifying simplicial space associated to an atlas
x :X →S for an algebraic stack (i.e. x is a smooth surjective map from an algebraic
space to the stack S and X•=cos kS0 (x)). Then a sheaf F on Smt(X•) has descent if
and only if it descends to a sheaf on the smooth site of the stack. We have adopted
this terminology to all simplicial spaces, even if they are not the classifying simplicial
spaces associated to algebraic stacks.
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Points. Since points of diIerent types are used extensively in the paper, we begin
with a general discussion on points: see [18, Expose IV, Section 6] for further details.
1.4.0. Given any site C, a point of C is a map of sites p : (sets) → C where (sets)
denotes the obvious site whose objects are all small sets, morphisms being maps of
sets and coverings being surjective maps of sets. Let p−1 :C → (sets) denote the
associated functor. The point p now de-nes maps of topoi: p∗ : Sh(C) → Sh((sets))
and p∗ : Sh((sets)) → Sh(C) where Sh denotes the category of abelian sheaves on
the corresponding sites. Associated to each point p, one may de-ne a -ber (or stalk)
functor sending a sheaf F on the site C to its stalk Fp as in [18, ExposHe IV 6:8:2].
Under the assumption that the category C is closed under -nite inverse limits, one may
show that this functor is exact on abelian sheaves. We say the site C has a conservative
family of points (or equivalently there are enough points) if it is provided with a small
family of points {p} so that a sequence of abelian sheaves 0 → F ′ → F → F ′′ → 0
is exact if and only if 0→ F ′p → Fp → F ′′p → 0 is exact for all points p.
1.4.1. Next we make the following observation. A given family of points is conser-
vative if and only if the following holds: a family {U → U |} in C is a covering
family if and only if for each of the given points p; {p−1(U) → p−1(U )|} is a
covering. This is proved in [18, ExposHe IV, Proposition 6:5].
A.2. We assume that there exists (a small set of) algebraic spaces ∗ which are
acyclic in cohomology with respect to any abelian sheaf on Top(∗) and so that the
only objects of Top(∗) are -nite disjoint unions of copies of ∗. We assume that for
each simplicial space X• and each n¿ 0, one is provided with a set OX n so that for
each Opn ∈ OX n, one is given a map Opn : ∗ → Xn of algebraic spaces (where ∗ is as
above). We require that each such Opn de5nes a point of the site Top(Xn) sending a
U →Xn to all possible liftings of Opn to U and that the set of all such points forms a
conservative family of points for the site Top(Xn). We will identify the set OX n with
the corresponding set of points of the site Top(Xn).
1.4.2. A simplicial point (or simply point) of X• is de-ned as a map of simplicial
spaces Op• :#[n] ⊗ ∗ → X• so that in each degree, k; ( Op•)k is a disjoint union of the
given points of Xk . (Recall (#[n]⊗∗)k =
⊔
∈#[n]k ∗ with the structure maps of #[n]⊗∗
induced from the structure maps of the simplicial set #[n]). Let Opn denote a point of
Xn as above. Then such a point de-nes a map ( Opn)• :#[n] ⊗ ∗ → X• of simplicial
spaces so that ( Opn)• restricted to in⊗∗ is Opn where in ∈#[n]n is the generator of #[n].
It also de-nes a map of sites (sets) → STop(X•) by sending a U• to the set of all
liftings of ( Opn)• to U•. (In fact, we may identify liftings of the simplicial point ( Opn)•
to U• with the set of all liftings of the point Opn to Un.) This observation shows that
simplicial points de-ne points of the site STop(X•) in the usual sense. Notation: given
a point Opn of Xn, the associated simplicial point of X• will be denoted ( Opn)•.
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1.4.3. In the case of the Hetale site, one may obtain a more explicit de-nition of a
simplicial (geometric) point of X• as a map Ox• : (Spec$) ⊗ #[n] → X• of simplicial
algebraic spaces, where $ is a separably closed -eld.
Observe also that the cohomology of #[n]⊗ ∗ with respect to any abelian sheaf on
Top(#[n] ⊗ ∗) that has descent is trivial in all positive degrees (see 3:7:7 below for
this computation).
1.5.1. (Simplicial) neighborhoods of a point. Let p• :#[n] ⊗ ∗ → X• denote a point
of X•. A (simplicial) neighborhood of p• is a commutative triangle
where the map U• → X• is in STop(X•). Observe that for small topologies, this
implies the last map is in the class P• as well. (In the setting of Hetale topologies, this
de-nition is originally due to Friedlander.)
1.5.2. Let U• ∈ STop(X•) and let {U• |} denote a family of maps to U• in STop(X•).
Let {p•} denote the family of simplicial points of STop(X•) de-ned as in 1:4:2 asso-
ciated to a family of points of Xn for all n¿ 0: recall these de-ne points of the site
STop(X•). In view of the hypothesis in A.2, 1:4:1 shows the family {Un → Un|} is
a covering if and only if for each given point pn of Xn; {p−1n (Un )→ p−1n (Un)|} is
a covering. Therefore, the family {U• |} is a covering family of U• if and only if the
corresponding family of sets {p−1• (U•)|} is a covering of p−1• (U•) for each given
point p•. Therefore, it follows from the discussion in 1:4:1, that the given family of
simplicial points is a conservative family of points for the site STop(X•).
A.3. We will assume that the system of neighborhoods in both Top(X•) and
STop(X•) of any point has a small co-nal family.
1.5.3. Let jU• :U• → X• denote the obvious map corresponding to a simplicial neigh-
borhood of a point p•. Even though the sites we consider are not necessarily small,
one may see from [18, I, 5:10] (or [16, p. 78]) that the restriction functor j∗U• :
Presh(STop(X•);R)→ Presh(STop(U•);R) has a left adjoint denoted jU•!. The same
holds for the functor j∗U• :Presh(Top(X•);R)→ Presh(Top(U•);R) as well as the cor-
responding restriction functors on the categories of sheaves. Using this functor and the
hypothesis on the existence of a small co-nal system of neighborhoods of any point,
one may show readily that the categories Sh(Top(X•);R) and Sh(STop(X•);R) have a
generator and are Grothendieck categories. In particular, they have enough injectives
and in fact an injective co-generator. (Hypothesis A.3 is necessary since we are in
general considering big sites.)
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1.6. Morphisms. Let f :X• → Y• denote a map of simplicial algebraic spaces. Then f
induces a map of sites: f∗ :Top(Y•)→ Top(X•) sending (Vn → Yn) to (Xn×YnVn)→
Xn and also sf∗ :STop(Y•)→ STop(X•) sending (V• → Y•) to (X•×Y•V• → X•).
2. Cohomology and derived functors
Throughout this section f :X• → Y• will denote a map of simplicial algebraic spaces.
Let R denote a commutative Noetherian ring with unit.
2.1. Then f de-nes a direct image functor f∗ :Presh(Top(X•);R)→ Presh(Top(Y•);
R). One may readily verify that f∗= {fn∗ :Presh(Top(Xn);R) → Presh(Top(Yn);
R)|n}. Similarly, f induces an inverse image functor f∗ :Presh(Top(Y•);R) →
Presh(Top(X•);R) and f∗= {f∗n :Presh(Top(Yn);R) → Presh(Top(Xn);R)|n}. The
obvious functor induced by f∗ at the level of sheaves will also be denoted f∗. One
may readily verify that f∗ sends sheaves to sheaves and both f∗ and f∗ are exact
functors at the level of presheaves. At the level of sheaves f∗ is left-exact while f∗
is exact. The exactness of the functor f∗ depends on our hypothesis that each of the
categories Top(Yn) is closed under -nite limits.
2.2. f also de-nes a direct image functor Presh(STop(X•);R)→ Presh(STop(Y•);R).
We will denote this by sf∗. The inverse image functor Presh(STop(Y•);R) →
Presh(STop(X•);R) is denoted sf∗. Both are exact functors.
(The exactness of the inverse image functors sf∗ once again depends on our hypoth-
esis that the topologies are closed under -nite limits.) Observe that sf∗ sends sheaves
to sheaves: at the level of sheaves this functor is only left-exact. The functor induced
by sf∗ at the level of sheaves will still be denoted sf∗.
2.3. Since the categories Sh(Top(X•);R) and Sh(STop(X•);R) have enough injectives,
we may de-ne the right-derived functors of f∗ and sf∗ in the usual manner.
Proposition 2.4. Let X• be a simplicial algebraic space as before and let F be an
abelian sheaf on STop(X•). (i) Then H∗STop(X•)(X•;F)
∼= lim →
U•;•
H∗(&(U••; F)) where
the direct limit is taken over the (5ltered) homotopy category of hypercoverings and
the left-hand side denotes the cohomology of X• computed on the site STop(X•).
(ii) Similarly; if f :X• → Y• is a map of simplicial algebraic spaces;
&(U•; Rsf∗(F))= lim&→
V•;•
(V••; F);
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where U• ∈ STop(Y•) and V•• varies in the the homotopy category of all hypercov-
erings of U•×Y•X•.
Proof. Since the proof of (ii) is entirely similar, we will only consider (i). To prove
the proposition, it su;ces to show that the functor sending F to the right-hand side is
an eIaceable '-functor. The proof is quite standard and follows as in [17, Expose V].
2.5. Derived categories. If A is an abelian category, C(A) (C+(A); Cb(A); C0(A)) will
denote the category of all unbounded complexes (complexes that are bounded below,
complexes that are bounded, complexes that are trivial in negative degrees, respec-
tively). One may then de-ne the homotopy categories and derived categories associated
to the -rst three in the usual manner: these are denoted D(A); D+(A) and Db(A). For
the most part we will only consider the derived category of bounded below complexes,
i.e. D+(A).
If f :X• → Y• is a map of simplicial algebraic spaces, it is clear the derived functors
Rf∗ and Rsf∗ are in fact functors at the level of the associated derived categories of
bounded below complexes.
If X• is a simplicial algebraic space Ddes+ (Absh(Top(X•))) will denote the full sub-
category of D+(Absh(Top(X•))) consisting of complexes K whose cohomology sheaves
have descent. The discussion in 1:3:2 shows that the full (abelian) sub-category
Abshdes(Top(X•)) of sheaves with descent is closed under extensions in the cate-
gory Absh(Top(X•)). Therefore, Ddes+ (Absh(Top(X•))) is indeed a triangulated
category.
Remark 2.6. (i) Observe that 2:4 extends readily to the case where F is replaced by
a complex K ∈C0(Absh(STop(X•))) and lim →
U•;•
H∗(&(U••; F)) is replaced by lim →
U•;•
H∗(R&(U••; DN (K))). Here DN (K) denotes the obvious cosimplicial object associ-
ated to the co-chain complex K and # is the diagonal (see the appendix). In the next
section (see 3:7:3) we show that there is a functor .∗ :Absh(Top(X•)) →
C0(Absh(STop(X•))). One may show from the de-nition of the functor .∗ that
R&(U•;•; DN (.∗(F)))=&(#(U•;•); F), as U•;• varies in the category HHR(STop(X•))
and for each F ∈Absh(Top(X•)). But lim →
U•;•
H∗(R&(U•;•; DN (.∗(F)))) ∼=
H∗STop(X•)(X•; .∗(F)) as shown above. (3:7:7 below shows that one may replace the
complex .∗(F) by the sheaf O.∗(F) if F ∈ Abshdes(Top(X•)).)
On the other hand, [8, Corollary 3:10] shows H∗Top(X•)(X•; F)
∼= lim →
U•;•
H∗(&(#(U••); F)). Recall from 1:2 that the hypercoverings in the two sites Top(X•)
and STop(X•) are the same. Therefore, the above observations readily provide the
isomorphism H∗STop(X•)(X•; .∗(F))
∼= H∗Top(X•)(X•; F) for any sheaf F ∈Absh(Top(X•))
(established by diIerent techniques in 3:11). A similar argument using 2:4(ii) will
provide a diIerent proof of 3:11(ii).
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(ii) Let K ∈ D+(Absh(Top(X•))). Then one obtains a spectral sequence
Es; t1 =H
t(Xs;Ks)⇒ Hs+t(X•;K)
exactly as in [6, 5:2] (or [8, p. 19]). This is strongly convergent since the complex K
is bounded below by assumption.
3. Comparison of sites
In this section, we compare the derived category on the two sites STop(X•) and
Top(X•) associated to a simplicial algebraic space.
3.1. Let X• denote a simplicial space and let k¿ 0 be a -xed integer. Observe that the
functor sending U• ∈STop(X•) to Uk de-nes a map of sites .k :Top(Xk)→ STop(X•):
the underlying functor sends U• to Uk .
3.2. The functor .k sending a V• ∈STop(X•) to Vk has a right adjoint Lk de-ned as
follows. Let V be in Top(Xk). Then Lk(V )• is the simplicial space with each Lk(V )n
de-ned by the cartesian square
Lk(V )n −−−−−−−−−→ #
∈Hom#([k];[n])
V












Xn −−−−−−−−−→ #
∈Hom#([k];[n])
Xk
:
Here the bottom row sends Xn to the factor Xk indexed by  using the map X•() :Xn →
Xk . Therefore, we may de-ne a map of sites  k :STop(X•) → Top(Xk) by V →
Lk(V )•; V ∈Top(Xk).
Proposition 3.3. (i) Let Op• :#[n]⊗∗ → X• denote a given point of X•. Let k¿ 0 be an
integer and let W denote a neighborhood of ( Op•)k . Then there exists a neighborhood
V• of Op• so that the map Vk → Xk factors through the given map W → Xk . Moreover;
the system of neighborhoods W of ( Op•)k for which the obvious map 30(( Op•)k) →
30(W ) is bijective is co5nal in the set of all neighborhoods of ( Op•)k .
(ii) Let Oxk denote a given point of Xk . Given any map W → Xk which is a neigh-
borhood of Oxk as well as X•()(Oxk); for all structure maps  : [k] → [k]; there exists
a neighborhood W• of the corresponding point (Oxk)• :#[k]⊗ ∗ → X• in the topology
STop(X•) so that the map (W•)k → Xk factors through the given map W → Xk .
(iii) Given any covering W → Xk in Top(Xk) there exists a simplicial object
V• ∈STop(X•) so that for each n; Vn → Xn is a covering in Top(Xn) and the map
Vk → Xk factors through the given map W → Xk .
Proof. (i) Take V•=Lk(W )•. In order to show V• is a neighborhood of Op•, it su;ces
to show there is a lift of the point Opn : in⊗∗ → Xn to Lk(W )n (here in is the generator
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of #[n]): this follows from the de-nition of Lk(W )• and the hypothesis that W is a
neighborhood of ( Op•)k = {X•()( Opn) | ∈Hom#([k]; [n])}. The assertion that the map
Vk → Xk factors through W → Xk follows from the de-nition of Lk(W )•. This proves
the -rst assertion in (i). Condition (iii) is proved similarly.
Now we consider the second assertion in (i). First observe that, given any neigh-
borhood W of ( Op•)k , one may -nd a neighborhood W
′ satisfying the given condition
and dominating W . Next, given any two neighborhoods V and W of Op• with two
maps f; g :V → W of neighborhoods, one may let U =V×WV = the equalizer of
f and g; U is also a neighborhood of ( Op•)k . At this point, one may -nd a neigh-
borhood satisfying the given condition and dominating U . This completes the proof
of (i).
Next we consider (ii). Let k denote a -xed integer ¿ 0 and let Oxk denote a point
of Xk . Let W → Xk denote an object in Top(Xk) so that it is a neighborhood of Oxk as
well as all X•()(Oxk), for all . Then the hypothesis in (i) is satis-ed for Op•=(Oxk)•
by W . Therefore, (Lk(W ))k → Xk is a neighborhood of Oxk and the above map factors
through the given map W → Xk . Therefore, let W•=Lk(W )•. This proves (ii).
Proposition 3.4.1. Let Ox• :#[n] ⊗ ∗ → X• denote a 5xed simplicial point of X•. Let
k¿ 0 and let W denote a 5xed neighborhood of Oxk =(Ox•)k . Then there exists a
simplicial neighborhood V• of Ox• so that
(i) for every m¿ 0; the map 30(Oxm)→ 30(Vm) is bijective and
(ii) the map Vk → Xk factors through the given map W → Xk .
Proof. We will de-ne V ′•=L
k(W )•. Therefore, the last assertion is clear for V ′• and
it is a neighborhood of Ox• by 3:3(i). Let Ovn ∈V ′n be the image of in ⊗ ∗, where in is
the generator of #[n].
Let V ′Ovn be the connected component of V
′
n containing Ovn. For each map  : [m]→ [n]
in #, let V ′O( Ovn) denote the connected component of V
′
m containing O( Ovn). (Here O :V
′
n →
V ′m is the map induced by .) Then the collection {V ′O( Ovn)|} de-nes a sub-simplicial ob-
ject of V ′•. We de-ne the simplicial neighborhood V• by letting Vm =
⊔
 : [m]→[n] V
′
O( Ovn)
where
⊔
denotes the disjoint union. The simplicial structure is de-ned by letting V ′Ovn
map to the summand V ′O( Ovn) by the map O restricted to V
′
Ovn . (i.e. V•=#[n]⊗V ′Ovn .) Now
it is clear that for every m¿ 0, the map 30(Oxm)→ 30(Vm) is bijective. Moreover, since
V• dominates V ′•, it is clear that the map Vk → Xk factors through the given map W .
We de5ne a category C to be left-5ltered if the opposite category Cop is 5ltered in
the sense of [15, Chapter IX, Section 1].
Corollary 3.4.2. Assume the hypotheses of the proposition. Then the category of all
simplicial neighborhoods of a simplicial point Ox• is left-5ltered and the sub-category
of all simplicial neighborhoods satisfying the hypotheses in 3:4:1 is co5nal in the
category of all such simplicial neighborhoods. Moreover; when the site considered is
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the small <etale site; there is at most one map between two neighborhoods satisfying
the hypothesis in 3:4:1.
Proof. Clearly, given any two simplicial neighborhoods V• and W•, of the point Ox•, one
may form the -bered product V•×X• W• which dominates both V• and W•. The proof
of 3:4:1 shows that one may -nd a simplicial neighborhood satisfying the conditions
there and dominating this -bered product. Given any two maps f; g :V• → W• of two
simplicial neighborhoods of Ox•, one may form their inverse limit U• which is also a
simplicial neighborhood of Ox•. (In the case of small topologies (satisfying Hypothesis
(iv) of A.1 on the class of maps in P) this inverse limit U• is de-ned by the cartesian
square:
(3:4:2:∗)
U• −−−−−→ V•





&f






V•
&g−−−−−→ V•×X•W•
:
Hypothesis (iv) shows the maps &f and &g belong to P• and hypotheses (i) and (iii)
(of A.1) show U• → X• belongs to P•.) Now the map U• → V• is the equalizer
of f and g. This shows the category of all simplicial neighborhoods of a point Ox• is
left--ltered.
Let Ox• : #[n]⊗ ∗ → X• denote the given point. If U• denotes the simplicial neigh-
borhood given in the above paragraph, one may replace it with #[n] ⊗ Un;0 where
Un;0 denotes the connected component of Un containing the point Oxn = Ox(in ⊗ ∗). This
shows that the neighborhoods satisfying the conditions in 3:4:1 are co-nal in the cat-
egory of all neighborhoods of Ox•. Let V• (V ′•) denote a neighborhood of Ox• with
Ov• :#[n] ⊗ ∗ → V•( Ov′• :#[n] ⊗ ∗ → V ′•, respectively) denoting the given lifting of Ox•.
Recall that a morphism 5 :V• → V ′• is a map of simplicial objects over X• sending
the lifting Ov• to Ov′•. Now it is clear that there is at most one map between simplicial
neighborhoods satisfying the hypothesis in 3:4:1 in case the site is the small Hetale site
(see [16, Chapter I, Corollary 3:13]).
Denition 3.5 (The stalk or the 5ber functor associated to a simplicial point). Let
Ox• :#[n] ⊗ ∗ → X• denote a simplicial point as before and let F ′ denote a sheaf
on STop(X•). We let F ′Ox• = lim→U•
&(U•; F ′) where the colimit is over all simplicial
neighborhoods of the point Ox•. The above colimit is a -ltered colimit and there-
fore exact. In particular, it de-nes a -ber functor in the sense of [18, ExposHe IV,
Section 7].
Remark. 3:4:2 shows that the sub-category, {V•}, of all simplicial neighborhoods of Ox•
so that the map 30(Oxm)→ 30(Vm) is bijective for every m¿ 0 is co-nal in the category
of all simplicial neighborhoods. Therefore, without loss of generality, one may take the
colimit over only such simplicial neighborhoods to de-ne the stalk. While 3:4:2 is not
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essential for us, it shows that, in the Hetale case, the -ltered colimit involved in the
de-nition of the stalk maybe replaced by the colimit over a directed set.
3.6. Next observe that the functors associated to .k and  k are adjoint. Using the
observation in 3:3(ii), one may readily show that the functors .k∗ : Sh(Top(Xk);R) →
Sh(STop(X•);R), k¿ 0 are all exact. If F ∈ Sh(STop(X•;R)), the stalk of .∗k (F) at a
point Oxk of Xk may be computed to be isomorphic to the stalk of F at the corresponding
simplicial point (Oxk)•. Therefore, it follows that the functors .∗k are also exact. Since
.∗k is left adjoint to .k∗ it follows that each of the functors .k∗ sends injectives to
injectives.
3.7.1. We may now de-ne a functor O.∗ : Sh(Top(X•);R) → Sh(STop(X•);R) as fol-
lows. Let F = {Fk |k}∈ Sh(Top(X•);R). Then {.k∗(Fk)|k} forms a cosimplicial object
in Sh(STop(X•);R). Therefore, its inverse limit lim# {.k∗(Fk)|k} de-nes an object in
Sh(STop(X•);R). We let O.∗(F)= lim#{.k∗(Fk)|k}.
3.7.2. Next observe that the derived functor of the inverse limit functor lim# from the
category of cosimplicial R-modules to the category of R-modules is given as follows.
Let {Kk |k} be a cosimplicial R-module. Then Rs lim#({Kk |k})=Hs(N ({Kk |k}))=
the sth cohomology of the associated normalized chain complex N ({Kk |k}) (see for
example [4, p. 310]). Since each .k∗ was observed to be an exact functor, it follows that
Rs O.∗(F)=R
slim#({.k∗Fk |k})=Hs(N ({.k∗Fk |k})), F = {Fk |k}∈ Sh(Top(X•);R) (see
3:7:6 below).
Next let C0(Sh(STop(X•));R) denote the category of all co-chain complexes in
Sh(STop(X•);R) that are trivial in negative degrees. Then one may de-ne a functor
3.7.3. .∗ : Sh(Top(X•);R) → C0(Sh(STop(X•);R)) as follows. Given a sheaf F =
{Fk |k}∈ Sh(Top(X•);R), we let .∗(F) be the co-chain complex obtained by normal-
izing the cosimplicial object {.k∗(Fk)|k}. One may extend this functor to a functor
.0∗ :C0(Sh(Rop(X•);R))→ C0(Sh(STop(X•);R))
as follows. For this, -rst consider a co-chain complex K in Sh(Top(X•);R) trivial
in negative degrees. By denormalizing it, it de-nes a cosimplicial object DN (K)
in Sh(Top(X•);R). Then {.k∗(DN (Kk))|k} de-nes a double cosimplicial object in
Sh(STop(X•);R). One may now de-ne .0∗(K)=N (#{.k∗(DN (Kk))|k})= the co-chain
complex obtained by normalizing the cosimplicial object #{.k∗(DN (Kk))|k}. One may
further extend the above functor to a functor
3.7.4. .+∗ :C+(Sh(Top(X•);R)) → C+(Sh(STop(X•);R)) as follows. Let K ∈C+
(Sh(Top(X•);R)) so that Ki =0 for all i¡n, for some n¡ 0. Then K[n] is a complex
that is trivial in negative degrees. One de-nes .+∗ (K)= (.
0
∗(K[n]))[−n]. This functor is
de-ned on Cn(Sh(Top(X•);R)) which is the full sub-category of C+(Sh(Top(X•);R))
consisting of complexes K that are trivial in degrees below n. One may readily verify
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that this de-nes a functor .∗ as in 3:7:4. Since each of the functors .k∗ is exact, the
functor .+∗ preserves distinguished triangles and provides a spectral sequence
Es; t2 =H
s(.∗(Ht(K)))(=Rs O.∗(H
t(K)))⇒ Hs+t(.+∗ (K)):
This spectral sequence converges strongly since K is a bounded below complex. It fol-
lows that the functor .+∗ preserves quasi-isomorphisms and therefore induces a derived
functor R O.∗ :D+(Sh(Top(X•);R))→ D+(Sh(STop(X•);R)).
3.7.5. Observe that the above functor O.∗ preserves all small limits. Next observe that
the category Sh(Top(X•);R) is well-powered, i.e. the sub-objects of each object can be
indexed by a small set. (This follows readily since the sub-objects of any -xed stalk
forms a small set and there is a small conservative family of points.) Moreover, the
above category is closed under all small limits, has small hom-sets and a co-generator.
The category Sh(STop(X•);R) has small hom-sets. Therefore, one may apply the spe-
cial adjoint functor theorem (see [15, Chapter 5, Section 8]) to conclude that O.∗ has
a left adjoint. We denote this by O.∗. We proceed to show that this functor is exact:
clearly it su;ces to show its right adjoint O.∗ sends injectives to injectives.
First we begin by recalling the construction of standard injectives from [10, Chapter
VI, Section 6]. Let #op;dis denote the discrete category associated to #op, i.e. it has the
same objects as #op, but the morphisms are only the identity maps. Given a simplicial
space X•, let X dis• denote the space
⊔
n∈# Xn. (i.e. X• is the diagram of spaces associated
to the discrete category #op;dis.) A sheaf F on the space X dis• is simply a collection
of sheaves {Fn|n} with Fn a sheaf on Top(Xn): this category of sheaves of R-modules
on X dis• will be denoted Sh(Top(X
dis
• );R). It is shown in [10, p. 57] that there is a
direct image functor e∗ : Sh(Top(X dis• );R) → Sh(Top(X•);R) that sends injectives to
injectives. Let OX
dis
=
⊔
n
OX n be a set of points for
⊔
n Xn and let Op : OX
dis → X dis•
denote the obvious map. Any injective sheaf I on Top(X•) of the form e∗( Op∗(J )) for
some injective sheaf J on Top( OX
dis
) will be called a standard injective. A more explicit
description of such injectives is given in [8, Chapter 2]; these are the injectives denoted
∏
n Rn( Opn∗Jn), where Rn : Sh(Top(Xn);R) → Sh(Top(X•);R) is a right adjoint to the
obvious restriction functor (·)n : Sh(Top(X•);R) → Sh(Top(Xn);R), Jn is an injective
in Sh(Top( OX n);R) and Opn : OX n → Xn is the obvious map. It is shown there that any
sheaf F in Sh(Top(X•);R) can be imbedded in a standard injective.
Proposition 3.7.6. Let I = e∗( Op∗(J )); for some injective sheaf J = {Jn|n} in
Sh(Top( OX
dis
);R). Then the following hold:
(i) O.∗(I) is an injective in Sh(STop(X•);R);
(ii) .∗(I) is an (injective) resolution of the sheaf O.∗(I);
(iii) If I ′ is any injective in Sh(Top(X•);R); O.∗(I
′) is an injective in Sh(STop(X•);R).
Proof. Recall I = e∗( Op∗(J ))=
∏
n Rn( Opn∗Jn), where Rn( Opn∗(Jn))m =
∏
 : [m]→[n]in #
X•()∗( Opn∗(Jn)). Moreover, recall that O.∗(I)= ker('
0 − '1 : .0∗(I0) → .1∗(I1)). In
view of the description of the functor Rn as above, one may observe that ker('0 −
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'1 : .0∗(I0) → .1∗(I1)) is a product of sheaves of the form ker('0 − '1 : .0∗X (9 ◦
'0)∗( Opn∗(Jn))×.0∗X•(9 ◦'1)∗( Opn∗(Jn))→ .1∗X•(9)∗( Opn∗(Jn))) where 9 : [1]→ [n] is
a map in #. Therefore, an explicit computation shows that O.∗(I) is a product of sheaves
of the form .n∗( Ou∗(L)), where u∈ OX n is a point of Xn, L is an injective sheaf on ∗ and
Ou :Top(∗)→ Top(Xn) is the associated map. Since these are injectives (see 3:6), it fol-
lows that O.∗(I) is an injective in Sh(STop(X•);R) thereby proving (i). In order to prove
(ii), it su;ces to show that the stalk of .∗(I) at a simplicial point Ox• of X• is acyclic.
Therefore, let Ox• :#[n]⊗∗ → X• denote a -xed simplicial point of X• and let U• denote
a neighborhood of Ox•. Now one may use the isomorphism in 3:11(i) (or 2:6(i)) to show
that Hi(&(U•; (.∗(I))) ∼= HiSTop(U•)(U•; .∗(I)) ∼= HiTop(U•)(U•; I) ∼= 0 for all i¿ 0 since
I is an injective sheaf on Top(X•). Therefore taking the direct limit over all neighbor-
hoods of the simplicial point Ox•, we see that Ox∗•(.∗(I)) is acyclic. This proves (ii).
Now (i) shows that Hom(·; O.∗(I)) is an exact functor on Sh(STop(X•);R). In partic-
ular 0=Ext1(M; O.∗(I)) ∼= H 1(Hom(M; .∗(I))), for any M ∈ Sh(STop(X•);R): the last
isomorphism makes use of (ii) which shows that .∗(I) is an injective resolution of
O.∗(I). Finally, in order to prove (iii), observe that any injective I
′ imbeds into a standard
injective I : since I ′ is also an injective, it infact splits as a summand of I . Therefore
.∗(I ′) (Hom(M; .∗(I ′))) is a split summand of .∗(I) (Hom(M; .∗(I)), respectively).
It follows that H 1(Hom(M; .∗(I ′)))= 0 for any injective I ′ ∈ Sh(Top(X•);R) and any
sheaf M ∈ Sh(STop(X•);R). Recall from 3:6 that .∗(I ′) is a complex of injectives
in Sh(STop(X•);R); therefore, Hom(·; .∗(I ′)) sends a short-exact sequence of sheaves
in Sh(STop(X•);R) to a short-exact sequence of complexes. Since Hom(M; O.∗(I
′))=
H 0(Hom(M; .∗(I ′)) and H 1(Hom(M; .∗(I ′))= 0 for any sheaf M ∈ Sh(STop(X•);R), it
follows that Hom(·; O.∗(I ′)) is an exact functor in the -rst argument. This proves O.∗(I ′)
is an injective in Sh(STop(X•);R) for any injective I ′ ∈ Sh(Top(X•);R).
It follows that O.∗ is an exact functor and hence preserves quasi-isomorphisms be-
tween objects in C+(Absh(STop(X•))). Since it has a right adjoint it also commutes
with colimits, hence with sums and therefore with mapping cones. Therefore, one may
show readily that O.∗ preserves distinguished triangles as well as quasi-isomorphisms
and induces a derived functor O.∗ :D+(Sh(STop(X•);R))→ D+(Sh(Top(X•);R)).
Remark. It may be worth pointing out the need to de-ne the functor O.∗ as we have
done above. The main di;culty is that the collection of functors {.∗k |k} do not, in
general, send a sheaf on STop(X•) to a sheaf on Top(X•): this di;culty may be
seen from 3:9(i) and (iii) below (the maps in 3:9(i) go in the wrong direction for
{.∗m(F ′m)|m} to de-ne a sheaf on Top(X•)). Therefore, we need to invoke the special
adjoint functor theorem to be able to de-ne the functor O.∗ as a left adjoint to O.∗ in
general. However, as shown in 3:9(iii), if one restricts to sheaves F ′ on STop(X•)
with descent, O.∗(F ′) ∼= {.∗k (F ′)|k}.
We proceed to show that Rs O.∗(F)= 0 if s¿ 0 for any sheaf F ∈ Sh(Top(X•);R)
with descent.
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3.7.7. Let F = {Fk |k}∈ Sh(Top(X•);R) have descent. Since F has descent, we will
show that Ht(.∗(F))= 0 if t =0. To see this we may argue as follows. Let Ox• :
(#[n] ⊗ ∗) → X• be a point of X•. It follows from 3:3 and 3:5 that Ht(.∗(F)Ox•) is
the tth cohomology of the cosimplicial abelian group
&((#[n]0 ⊗ ∗); (Ox•)∗0F0)→ &((#[n]1 ⊗ ∗); (Ox•)∗1F1)→ · · · :
As F has descent, we may identify this cosimplicial abelian group with the cosimplicial
abelian group
#[n]0 ⊗ F Ox0 →→#[n]1 ⊗ F Ox0 · · · ;
where F Ox0 is the stalk of F0 at the point Ox0 =d(Oxn) of X0 (here d :Xn → X0 is any
structure map of the simplicial scheme X• and Oxn = in ⊗ ∗ → Xn is the point of Xn. in
is the generator of #[n]). Clearly Ht(.∗(F))x• ∼= 0 for t =0 and H0(.∗(F))Ox• ∼= F Ox0 .
It follows that we obtain the identi-cation:
R O.∗(F)=H
0(.∗(F))= O.∗(F); F ∈ Shdes(Top(X•);R):
3.8.1. Let Oxm be a given point of Xm, let  :Xm → X0 be a structure map of the
simplicial scheme X• and let Ox0 =X ()(Oxm) denote the corresponding point of X0.
Let (Oxm)• and (Ox0)• denote the associated simplicial points. (Observe that there exists
a natural map (Ox0)• → (Oxm)• and therefore every neighborhood of (Oxm)• is also a
neighborhood of (Ox0)•.)
Denition 3.8.2. Let F ′ ∈ Sh(STop(X•); R). We say that F ′ has descent if the induced
map F ′(Ox0)• ← F ′(Oxm)• is an isomorphism for all points Oxm as in 3:8:1, all  :Xm → X0 and
all m¿ 0. If K ′ ∈D+(Sh(STop(X•); R), we say that K ′ has descent if the corresponding
maps are quasi-isomorphisms. The full sub-category of complexes K ′ having descent
will be denoted Ddes+ (Sh(STop(X•); R)).
Proposition 3.9. Let F ′ ∈ Sh(STop(X•);R).
(i) For each map  : [n]→ [m] in #; there exists a map .∗m(F ′)→ X•()∗(.∗n(F ′));
natural in F ′; satisfying certain obvious compatibility conditions.
(ii) If F = {Fk |k}∈ Sh(Top(X•);R) is a sheaf with descent and F ′= O.∗(F); the
above maps are all isomorphisms so that {.∗m( O.∗(F))|m} de5nes a sheaf with descent
on Top(X•).
(iii) If F ′ ∈ Sh(STop(X•); R) has descent; the collection {.∗m(F ′)|m} de5nes a sheaf
with descent in Sh(Top(X•);R).
(iv) For each F ∈ Shdes(Top(X•);R); there exists an isomorphism O.∗( O.∗(F))∼=
{.∗m( O.∗(F))|m}. Similarly if F ′ ∈ Sh(STop(X•);R) has descent; O.∗(F ′) ∼= {.∗m(F ′)|m}.
(v) For each F ∈ Shdes(Top(X•);R); the natural map O.∗( O.∗(F))→ F is an isomor-
phism.
(vi) The functor O.∗ sends a sheaf with descent on Top(X•) to sheaf with descent
on STop(X•).
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Proof. (i) is equivalent to showing that there exist natural transformations .n∗ ◦X ()∗ →
.m∗. This follows readily from the de-nition of .n∗ and .m∗.
(ii) Clearly, it su;ces to consider the case n=0. Let Oxm be a -xed point of Xm and
let Ox0 =X•()(Oxm). One may observe that
X•()∗(.∗0 ( O.∗(F)))Oxm ∼= .∗0 ( O.∗(F))Ox0 ∼= ( O.∗(F))(Ox0)• :
By 3:7:7 the latter is isomorphic to F0; Ox0 . On the other hand .
∗
m( O.∗(F))Oxm ∼= O.∗(F)(Oxm)•∼= F0; Ox0 as well by 3:7:7.
Moreover, it again follows from 3:7:7 (see also 3:3) that the map of the right-hand
sides above is the identity. Since the map .∗m( O.∗(F))
=→X•()∗(.∗n( O.∗(F))) is an isomor-
phism, so is its inverse  =(=)−1. The sheaves {.∗n( O.∗(F))|n} along with the maps
{|} now de-ne a sheaf with descent on the simplicial space X•. This proves (ii).
(iii) Let Oxm and Ox0 be as in (ii). Then (.∗mF
′)Oxm ∼= F ′(Oxm)• while (.∗0F ′)Ox0 ∼= F(Ox0)• .
The hypothesis on F ′ implies that one obtains an isomorphism X•()∗(.∗0 (F
′))Oxm ∼=
.∗m(F
′)Oxm . It follows that {.∗m(F ′)|m} de-nes a sheaf with descent on Top(X•).
(iv) The -rst assertion follows readily in view of the natural isomorphism:
HomSh(Top(X•);R)({.∗k ( O.∗(F))|k}; L)∼=HomSh(STop(X•);R)( O.∗(F); O.∗(L))
∼=HomSh(Top(X•);R)( O.∗( O.∗(F)); L)
for all L∈ Sh(Top(X•);R). The -rst isomorphism follows from the de-nition of O.∗
as in 3:7:1 and the observation that each .k∗ is right adjoint to .∗k . Observe that
giving an element in the left-hand side corresponds to giving a map from the constant
cosimplicial object O.∗(F) (in Sh(STop(X•);R)) to the cosimplicial object {.k∗(Lk)|k};
this in turn corresponds to giving a map from the object O.∗(F) to the inverse limit
lim# {.k∗(Lk)|k}. The last isomorphism follows from the fact O.∗ is left adjoint to O.∗ by
de-nition.) The last assertion in (iv) also follows by a similar argument in view of (iii).
(v) Since both sheaves have descent, it su;ces to show that there exists an isomor-
phism on restriction to Top(X0). This is clear in view of the above discussion.
(vi) Follows readily in view of the computation in 3:7:7.
Corollary 3.10. The natural transformation of functors
O.∗ ◦ R O.∗ → id :Ddes+ (Sh(Top(X•);R))→ Ddes+ (Sh(Top(X•);R))
is an isomorphism. The functor R O.∗ :D
des
+ (Sh(Top(X•);R))→ Ddes+ (Sh(STop(X•);R))
is fully-faithful.
Proof. Since both O.∗ and R O.∗ preserve distinguished triangles one obtains a spectral
sequence:
Es; t2 =H
s( O.∗(R O.∗H
t(K)))⇒Hs+t( O.∗(R O.∗(K))):
In view of the hypothesis that the cohomology sheaves of K have descent, this spec-
tral sequence degenerates and Es; t2 = 0 if s¿ 0 and ∼= O.∗ O.∗(Ht(K)) if s=0 by the
arguments earlier and by 3:9(iv). By 3:9(v) this is isomorphic to Ht(K). This proves
the -rst assertion. The second is now clear since O.∗ is left-adjoint to R O.∗.
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Proposition 3.11. (i) If K ∈D+(Sh(Top(X•);R)); H∗Top(X•)(X•;K) ∼= H∗STop(X•)(X•;
R O.∗(K)). If; in addition; K ∈ Shdes(Top(X•);R); the last term is isomorphic to
H∗STop(X•)(X•; O.∗(K)).
(ii) Let f :X• → Y• be a map of simplicial algebraic spaces and let K ∈
D+(Sh(Top(X•);R)). If sf•∗ denotes the induced functor (as in 2:2);
R O.∗(Rf•∗K)=R sf•∗R O.∗(K):
Proof. The -rst isomorphism in (i) follows from the de-nition of the functors R O.∗
and .+∗ along with the observations that R O.∗(K)= .
+
∗ (K) and that each .k∗ sends
injectives to injectives and is also exact. The second isomorphism in (i) follows from
the computation in 3:7:7. Now we consider (ii). Observe that for each k¿ 0, there is a
natural isomorphism: .k∗ ◦fk∗  sf∗ ◦ .k∗. Next, observe that both .k∗ and fk∗ send
injectives to injectives while the functor sf∗ commutes with inverse limits. Therefore,
the identi-cation in (ii) is clear from the de-nition of R O.∗.
4. Hyper-cohomology of bers for a cohomologically proper map
Denition 4.0. Let f :X → Y be a map of algebraic spaces and K• denote a bounded
below complex in Absh(Top(X )). Then (K•, f) is cohomologically proper if for ev-
ery map g :Y ′ → Y , the canonical base-change g∗Rf∗K• → Rf′∗g′∗K• is a quasi-
isomorphism, where f′, g′ are de-ned by the cartesian square
X ′
g′−−−−−→ X
f′












f
Y ′
g−−−−−→ Y
:
Example 4.1. (i) Let the topology be the Hetale topology, f be proper and F a torsion
sheaf; then the proper base-change theorem (see [16, Chapter 4] or [18, Expose XVI])
shows (F , f) is cohomologically proper.
(ii) Let p2 :X × Z → Z denote the projection to the second factor between schemes
of -nite type over an algebraically closed -eld k. If F ′ is an l-adic sheaf on Et(Z),
(F =p∗2 (F
′); p2) is cohomologically proper. To see this, one may identify Z with
Spec k × Z so that the projection p2 identi-es with the map p × id. Here p :X →
Spec k is the structure map. Then F ∼= QlF ′ so that Rp2∗(F)  Rp∗(Ql)
L
F ′. Next
consider a point Oz :Spec k → Z ; let i Oz :Spec k #−→Spec k×Spec k id× Oz−→Spec k×Z and let
i˜ Oz :X ×Spec kid×i Oz−→ X × Z . Let p Oz :X ×Spec k → Spec k ×Spec k ∼= Spec k be the obvi-
ous projection. Clearly i∗Oz (Rp2∗(F))=Rp∗(Ql)F ′Oz while Rp Oz;∗(i˜
∗
Oz (F))=Rp Oz;∗(Ql
F ′Oz)  Rp∗(Ql) F ′Oz .
(iii) Let k denote an algebraically closed -eld, X a scheme of -nite type over k
and G an algebraic group acting on X . Let H denote a closed subgroup of G and let
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G×HX denote the object de-ned in 4:3:1 below. If F is a G-equivariant l-adic sheaf
on Et(G × X ) and p :G × X → G×HX is the projection, (F; p) is cohomologically
proper.
To see this we may proceed as follows. First one de-nes maps pr1 :G×HX → G=H
and m :G×HX → X as follows: pr1 is induced by the projection sending all of X
to Spec k, while the map m sends (g; x) to g:x. (One may observe that (gh−1; h:x) →
gh−1:h:x= g:x, for any h∈H , so that the map m is well de-ned as stated.) Then pr1
and m de-ne a map pm :G×HX → G=H × X which one may verify readily to be
bijective (on points) and hence purely inseparable. Therefore, it su;ces to show that
(F; 3=pm ◦ p) is cohomologically proper. Next consider the automorphism  :G ×
X → G × X de-ned by (g; x)= (g; gx); g∈G; x∈X . One may now observe that
3=( Op× id) ◦ where Op :G → G=H is the obvious projection. Therefore, it su;ces to
show that (F; Op× id) is cohomologically proper.
Next the G-equivariance of the sheaf F shows, as in 4:4:5 below, that F ∼= QlF ′,
for some l-adic sheaf F ′ on Et(X ). Therefore, R( Op× id)∗(F)  R Op∗(Ql) F ′.
Let i Oz : Oz → G=H , i Ox : Ox → X denote two points and let i˜ Oz :H → G be the closed
immersion of the geometric -ber over Oz into G. Then (i Oz × i Ox)∗(R( Op × id)∗(F)) 
Ri∗Oz R Op∗(Ql) F ′Ox. Using the observation that the cohomology sheaves of R Op∗(Ql)
are G-equivariant and hence lisse (i.e. each term in the inverse system de-ning the
corresponding l-adic sheaf is locally constant) on Et(G=H), one may identify the last
term with R Op Oz;∗(i˜
∗
Oz (Ql)) F ′Ox where Op Oz is the projection from the geometric -ber
above Oz (∼= H) to Oz. Then the last term identi-es with R3 Oz; Ox;∗(i˜ Oz × i Ox)∗(F) where
3 Oz; Ox :H × Ox → Oz × Ox is the obvious projection.
Theorem 4.2. Let f• :X• → Y• be a map of simplicial algebraic spaces. If
OK ∈D+(Absh(STop(X•))); we obtain a Leray spectral sequence:
Ep;q2 =H
p(Y•;Rq sf∗ OK)⇒ Hp+q(X•; OK):
If; in addition; OK =R O.∗(K); K ∈D+(Absh(Top(X•))) and each (Kn; fn) is cohomolog-
ically proper; then we obtain the identi5cation of the stalks:
(Rq sf•∗ OK) Oy •  Hq( Oy • ×Y• X•; K | Oy •×Y•X•)
for any point Oy • of Y•.
Proof. We begin with the hypercohomology spectral sequence
Ep;q2 =H
p(Y•;Hq(R sf∗ OK))⇒ Hp+q(Y•; R sf∗ OK)  Hp+q(X•; OK):
This clearly provides the required spectral sequence. We proceed to identify the stalks
of Rq sf∗ OK . Let Oy • denote a simplicial point of Y•. Observe that
(Rq sf∗ OK) Oy • = lim→
U•
Hq(U•×Y•X•; OK);
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where the colimit is over all (simplicial) neighborhoods of Oy • as in 3:5 and the coho-
mology is computed on the site STop(U•×Y•X•). Next recall the isomorphism
HqSTop(X•)(U•×Y•X•; OK)  H
q
Top(X•)(U•×Y•X•; OK)
since OK =R O.∗(K). Therefore, we are able to make use of the spectral sequence
Er;s1 =H
s(Ur×YrXr; Kr)⇒ Hr+s(U•×Y•X•; OK)
as in 2:6(ii). Taking the direct limit over all simplicial neighborhoods U• of Oy •, we
obtain the spectral sequence
4.2.1. lim→
U•
Er;s1 = lim→
U•
Hs(Ur ×Yr Xr; Kr)⇒ lim→
U•
Hr+s(U•×Y•X•; K):
Now we use the assumption that each (Kn, fn) is cohomologically proper along with
3:3 to identify the left-hand side as Hs( Oy r×YrXr; Kr| Oy r×Yr Xr). Comparison with the
spectral sequence in 2:6(ii) for the simplicial scheme Oy •×Y•X• shows we may identify
the right-hand side of 4:2:1 as Hr+s( Oy •×Y•X•; K | Oy •×Y•X•).
We will conclude this section by recalling an important application of the above the-
orem to equivariant derived categories in positive characteristics. (Another application
is the main theorem of the next section.)
4.3.0. We assume throughout the rest of the paper that all schemes and algebraic
spaces are de-ned over an algebraically closed -eld k of characteristic p¿ 0 and
that these are provided with the Hetale topology. Now sheaves are l-adic sheaves (in
case k =C, one may consider complex analytic spaces and varieties using the tran-
scendental topology; now sheaves will be sheaves of Q or C-vector spaces). Let X
denote an algebraic space provided with the action of an algebraic group G, which
we will assume is not, in general, connected. The action G × X → X will be de-
noted . In this situation, one may de-ne the simplicial algebraic spaces EG×GX
and BG in the usual manner. One de-nes the equivariant derived category DG+(X ;Ql)
as the full subcategory of D+(Et(EG×GX );Ql) consisting of complexes that have
G-equivariant and constructible cohomology sheaves or equivalently have cohomology
sheaves which are constructible and have descent. (See [5, 1.3.1] for more details.)
We let DG+(BG;Ql)=DG+(EG×G(Spec k); Ql). We let DG(X )=DGb (X ;Ql) which is
the full subcategory of DG+(X ;Ql) consisting of bounded complexes.
4.3.1. Let i :H → G denote the closed immersion of a closed algebraic subgroup of
G, let H :H × X → X denote the induced action and let Oi :EH×HX → EG×GX
denote the induced map where X is a scheme with G-action.
Let H act on G × X by h:(g; x)= (g:h−1; hx); h∈H; g∈G and x∈X . Then a geo-
metric quotient G×HX exists for this action and the obvious map s :G×X → G×HX
is smooth with -bers isomorphic to H .
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4.3.2. Then G has an action on G × X induced from its action by translation on the
-rst factor of G × X ; this induces a G-action on G×HX which will be denoted 1.
One veri-es that the map s is equivariant for these actions of G.
4.3.3. Let m :G×HX → X denote the map induced by the action  :G×X → X . One
veri-es that m is G-equivariant for the G-action on G×HX as in 4:3:2 and the G-action
on X . It follows that m de-nes a map Om :EG×G(G×H X )→ EG×G X .
4.3.4. Let r :G × X → X denote the projection to the second factor.
4.3.5. Next let G×H act on G×X by (g1; h1):(g; x)= (g1gh−11 ; h1x); g1; g∈G; h1 ∈H
and x∈X . This action will be denoted 2. We observe that the maps r and s are such
that we obtain the commutative squares
(G × H)× (G × X ) 2−→ G × X
pr1×s






s






G × (G×H X ) 1−−−−−→G×H X
and
(G × H)× (G × X ) 2−→ G × X
pr2×r






r






H × X H−−−−−−−−→ X
:
It follows that r and s induce maps Or :E(G × H)×G×H (G × X ) → EH×H X and
Os :E(G × H)×G×H (G × X )→ EG×G(G×H X ).
Theorem 4.4. Assume the above hypotheses. Then we obtain the equivalences of
categories:
DH (X ) Or
∗
−→DG×H (G × X ) and DG(G×H X ) Os
∗
−→DG×H (G × X ):
Outline of proof. Observe -rst that each rn has as geometric -bers Gn+1 while each
sn has geometric -bers ∼= Hn+1. Therefore, observe that the geometric -ber of Or
over a point Ox• :#[n] ⊗ Spec k → EH×H X (of Os over a point Ox• :#[n] ⊗ Spec k →
EG×G(G×H X )) is isomorphic to the simplicial space #[n] ⊗ EG (#[n] ⊗ EH , re-
spectively); hence they have trivial cohomology with respect to any locally con-
stant abelian sheaf. Since (EH)0 =H ((EG)0 =G) any constructible H -equivariant
(G-equivariant) abelian sheaf on Et(EH) (Et(BG), respectively) is locally constant; if
F (K) is a constructible H -equivariant (G-equivariant, respectively) abelian sheaf on
Et(EH×H X )(Et(EG×G (G×HX ))), Or ∗(F)( Os∗(K), respectively) is a G×H -equivariant
constructible sheaf on Et(E(G×H)×G×H (G×X )). Recall the geometric -bers of Or( Os)
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were observed to be #[n]⊗ EG (#[n]⊗ EH , respectively). Therefore, one may make
the following observations:
(i) the cohomology sheaves of Or ∗(F) ( Os∗(K)) are lisse (and therefore, in fact, con-
stant) on the geometric -bers of Or( Os, respectively) and hence
(ii) the geometric -bers of Or( Os) are acyclic with respect to Or ∗(F)( Os∗(K), respec-
tively). Moreover H∗(#[n] ⊗ EG; Or ∗(F)) ∼= H∗(#[n] ⊗ Spec k; Ox∗•(F)) (H∗(#[n] ⊗
EH ; Os∗(K)) ∼= H∗(#[n] ⊗ Spec k; Ox∗•(K)), respectively) if #[n] ⊗ EG (#[n] ⊗ EH)
is the geometric -ber over the point Ox•.
Next 4:1(i) 4:1(ii) and 4:1(iii) applies to show that ( Or ∗n(Fn); Orn) (( Os
∗
n (Kn); Osn), respec-
tively) is cohomologically proper for each n¿ 0. In view of the above observations,
Theorem 4.2 shows that the natural map
F = {Fn|n} → {Rrn∗r∗n Fn|n}; (K = {Kn|n} → {Rsn∗s∗nKn|n})
induces an isomorphism
4.4.1. Ht(EH ×H X ; F)  Ht(E(G × H)×G×H (G × X ); Or ∗F):
4.4.2. (Ht(EG×G (G×H X ); K)  Ht(E(G×H)×G×H (G× X ); Os∗K)); respectively:
As these isomorphisms are natural in K and F they induce a map of the hypercoho-
mology spectral sequences proving thereby that such an isomorphism holds for any
F ∈DH (X ) (K ∈DG(G×HX ), respectively). (Recall that the above derived categories
consist of bounded complexes.)
Now we show that Or ∗ and Os∗ are fully faithful. For this it is necessary to de-ne an
internal hom functor, Hom, for the category Ddes+ (Sh(Et(Z•));Ql) on any simplicial
space Z•. The main de-ning property of this functor is that we obtain the isomorphism
4.4.3. Hom(M ⊗L N; P) ∼= Hom(M;Hom(N; P)); where M; N and P belong to D+
(Sh(Et(Z•));Ql) and the two Homs denote the external Homs in the derived category
Ddes+ (Sh(Et(Z•));Ql). Taking M = the constant sheaf ZZ• , we obtain:
Hom(N; P) ∼= H 0(Z•;Hom(N; P));
where the right-hand side is cohomology computed on Et(Z•). Next assume that all
the face maps di :Zn → Zn−1, for all i and all n¿ 1 are smooth. One may then show
that if N and P belong to Ddes+ (Sh(Et(Z•));Ql), one obtains the quasi-isomorphism.
4.4.4. Hom(N; P)n =Hom(Nn; Pn) for each n¿ 0:
Using this and the observation that each of the maps rn is smooth, one may also
show that if N; P ∈DH (X ), the natural map r∗n (Hom(Nn; Pn)) →Hom(r∗n Nn; r∗n Pn) is
a quasi-isomorphism. It follows Or ∗Hom(N; P) Hom( Or ∗N; Or ∗P).
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Now we may show Or ∗ is fully faithful as follows. Let M; N ∈DH (X ) and let F =
Hom(M;N ); observe that F ∈DH (X ). The left side of 4:4:1 is Extt(M; N ) while the
right side is Extt( Or ∗M; Or ∗N ). This proves that the functor Or ∗ is fully faithful; the proof
for Os∗ is similar.
Once Or ∗ and Os∗ are known to be fully faithful, in order to show they are equivalences
of categories, it su;ces to show they are equivalences on the hearts of the appropriate
derived categories (see for example [2, Lemma 1:4]), i.e. it su;ces to establish that
Or ∗ ( Os∗) provides the equivalence:
4.4.5. (H -equivariant sheaves of Ql-modules on Et(EH×HX ))  (G×H -equivariant
sheaves of Ql-modules on Et(E(G × H)×(G×H)(G × X ))).
4.4.6. (G-equivariant sheaves of Ql-modules on Et(EG×G(G×HX )))  ((G × H)-
equivariant sheaves of Ql-modules on Et(E(G × H)×(G×H)(G × X ))), respectively.)
The key observation here is that (G×H)-equivariance corresponds to suitable descent
conditions.
5. An application to representations of nite groups and to the equivariant derived
categories of non-connected groups in positive characteristics
5.0. Throughout this section we will assume the hypotheses of 4:3:0. In addition,
we will assume that the group G is not necessarily connected and that H is a con-
nected closed normal subgroup so that the quotient OG=G=H is -nite. If K ∈DG+(X ;
Ql), we de-ne H∗H (X ;K)=H∗(EG×G(G×HX );5∗(K)) where 5 :EG×G(G×HX ) →
EG×G(G×GX )=EG×GX is the obvious map and H∗G(X ;K)=H∗(EG×GX ;K).
In order to motivate the following theorem, -rst consider the special case X =SpecC;
H =Go = the connected component of G containing the identity and K =L a
G-equivariant sheaf on BG. Since the fundamental group of BG is now OG, the
G-equivariant sheaf L, which is automatically a local system on BG, has an ac-
tion by OG. Therefore, there is an induced action of OG on the equivariant cohomology
H∗(BH ;L). The following theorem is a generalization of this fact and it is already
established in [5, Theorem 1] in characteristic 0. (See [5, 1:3:3] for a discussion of
local systems in positive characteristics. See also [3,11,12].)
The only non-simplicial approach to the classifying space of an algebraic group
in positive characteristics is in terms of in-nite Grassmanians. However, this does not
provide a 5bration BG → B OG with -bers BH in positive characteristics. The existence
of such a -bration is crucial in characteristic 0 for the proof of the following theorem.
The simplicial techniques introduced in the earlier sections are adequate substitutes
for this (and seem to be essential) for the proof of the following theorem in positive
characteristics.
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Theorem 5.1. Let K ∈DG+(X ;Ql). (i) Then there exists an action of OG on H∗H (X ;K)
that is natural in K: (ii) Moreover; one obtains an identi5cation H∗G(X ;K) ∼=
(H∗H (X ;K))
OG.
Proof. Let K ∈DG(X ) and let 3G :EG×GX → BG denote the obvious map. Now one
considers Rn3G∗ (K), where 3
G
∗ denotes the direct image functor for sheaves on the site
considered in 1:1:1(i). One may identify the stalks of this sheaf at any point Oxn of
BGn with H∗(X ;K). Therefore, one may readily see that Rn3G∗K is sheaf with descent
or equivalently a G-equivariant sheaf on BG. Since any G-equivariant sheaf on BG
is lisse, the fundamental group of BG ∼= G=Go has an action on the stalks which are
identi-ed with H∗(X ;K). Moreover, it is clear that this action is natural in K (recall
that if  :K ′ → K is a map in DG+(X;Ql), each Rn∗ is a map of G-equivariant sheaves
on BG).
We will next consider the -rst statement of the Theorem. Let O3 :BG → B OG denote
the obvious maps. Let the composition O3 ◦ 3G = 3. One of the key ideas of the proof
is to identify H∗H (X ;K) with the stalks of the sheaf
⊕
n R
n( s3)∗K at any simplicial
geometric point on B OG. Since OG is -nite, one may observe that (Lk ; O3k) is cohomologi-
cally proper for any L∈D+(Et(BG);Ql) and any k¿ 0. One may also readily observe
that (Kk; 3Gk ) is cohomologically proper for any K ∈DG+(X ;Ql). Therefore, it follows
that (Kk; 3k) is cohomologically proper for any k¿ 0. Let Ox0 denote a -xed geometric
point of (B OG)0 and let Ox• denote the associated simplicial geometric point of B OG. One
may clearly identify the geometric -ber of 3 over Ox• with EH×HX . Therefore, 4:2
provides the identi-cation of the stalk at Ox•:
5.1.1. (Hn(Rs3∗R O.∗(K)))Ox• ∼= HnH (X ;K); K ∈DG+(X ;Ql); n¿ 0:
Observe that Hn(Rs3∗(R O.∗K)) is a sheaf on SEt(B OG). In order to show there exists
an action of OG on the above sheaf that is natural in K , we will -rst show that for each
n; Hn(Rs3∗(R O.∗(K))) is a sheaf with descent in the sense of 3:8:2.
First we reduce to the case X =Spec k as follows. By 3:11(ii), Rs3∗R O.∗(K)=
Rs O3∗Rs3G∗R O.∗(K)=Rs O3∗R O.∗R3
G
∗ (K). Therefore, we may replace EG×GX (3, the com-
plex K) by BG ( O3; K ′=R3G∗ (K), respectively).
Assume that K ′ ∈DG+(Spec k;Ql). Let Oxm be a -xed (geometric) point of B OGm =
OG
m×
and let Ox•=(Oxm)• :#[m] ⊗ ∗ → B OG denote the associated simplicial point. Let
O : (B OG)m → (B OG)0 denote a structure map of the simplicial scheme B OG, let Ox0 = O(Oxm)
be the corresponding geometric point of BG0 and let (Ox0)• denote the associated sim-
plicial geometric point of B OG. There exists a map (Ox0)• → Ox• of simplicial points and
therefore an induced map of the corresponding geometric -bers of the map O3. These
are isomorphic to the simplicial scheme #[0]⊗BH (= the diagonal of the bi-simplicial
scheme {#[0]l ⊗Hr|r; l}) and #[m]⊗ BH (= the diagonal of the bisimplicial scheme
{#[m]l ⊗ Hr|r; l}). One also obtains an induced map of the stalks:
5.1.2. (Rs O3∗(R O.∗(K
′)))(Ox0)• ← (Rs O3∗(R O.∗(K ′)))Ox• :
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Assume for the time being that the map in 5:1:2 is a quasi-isomorphism for all struc-
ture maps O. We immediately observe that if O : (B OG)m → (B OG)0 is a structure map
of BG, the natural map O∗(.∗0 (Rs O3∗(R O.∗(K
′)))) ← .∗m(Rs O3∗(R O.∗(K ′))) (see 3:9(i)) is
a quasi-isomorphism (to see this observe that the stalk on left-hand side at Oxm iden-
ti-es with (Rs O3∗(R O.∗(K
′)))(Ox0)• while the stalk on the right-hand side at Oxm identi-es
with (Rs O3∗(R O.∗(K
′)))Ox•). It will follow therefore as in 3:9(iii), that for each -xed
n; {.∗k (Hn(Rs O3∗(R O.∗(K ′))))|k} is a sheaf with descent on Et(B OG) and that therefore
there exist an action of OG on the stalks of the above sheaf thereby proving the -rst
statement of the theorem (observe the action of OG is natural since there is an equiva-
lence of categories between OG-equivariant sheaves and sheaves with descent on B OG).
We proceed to show that the map in 5:1:2 is a quasi-isomorphism. In view of the
identi-cation of the stalks as in 4:2, the map in 5:1:2 corresponds to a map
H∗(#[0]• ⊗ BH ;K ′)← H∗(#[m]• ⊗ BH ;K ′):
Observe that the above map is induced by the map of bi-simplicial schemes: {#[0]l⊗
Hr|r; l}l⊗id−→{#[m]l ⊗ Hr|r; l}, where  : [0]→ [m] in # induces the map O. Using the
spectral sequence for the hypercohomology of a bisimplicial scheme, one reduces to
showing that the corresponding maps
5.1.3. H∗(#[0]• ⊗ Hr;K ′r)← H∗(#[m]• ⊗ Hr;K ′r) are isomorphisms for each -xed r.
Recall that we have already replaced X by Spec k and the map 3 by O3. Therefore, the
geometric -ber of the map O3r , over each geometric point of B OGr , is isomorphic to Hr;
moreover all the geometric -bers of 3r over #[m]r are contained in G
r =(BG)r . Since
K ′ has G-equivariant cohomology sheaves, one may now compute H(#[m]•⊗Hr;K ′r) 
#[m]• ⊗ H(Hr;K ′r). Therefore, the map in 5:1:3 is indeed an isomorphism. We have
therefore completed the proof that the map in 5:1:2 is a quasi-isomorphism and therefore
also the proof of the -rst statement in the Theorem.
Next consider the Leray spectral sequence for the map O3 :BG → B OG and for the
complex R O.∗R3
G
∗ (K)∈D+(SEt(BG);Ql). We obtain
Eu;v2 =H
u(B OG;Rv(s O3)∗(R O.∗R3
G
∗ (K))) ⇒ Hu+v(BG;R3∗(K)) ∼= Hu+vG (X ;K):
Since OG is a -nite group, Eu;v2 = 0 unless u=0 in which case it is given by
(Rv(s O3)∗(R O.∗(R3
G
∗ (K))))
OG ∼= (HvH (X ;K)) OG by the above results. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a proof of 5:6 below: this is needed
in [5]. We will make a slight change of notation: the map BG → B OG denoted O3 above
will now be denoted p. The composite functor Rsp∗ ◦ R O.∗ will be henceforth denoted
R Op∗.
5.2.1. Assume the situation of 5:1. If Ql is the obvious constant sheaf on Et(BG);
R Op∗(Ql)=R(sp)∗ O.∗(Ql) is a complex of l-adic sheaves on SEt(B OG). The obvious
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pairing Ql⊗Ql → Ql induces an associative pairing: R Op∗(Ql)⊗R Op∗(Ql)→ R Op∗(Ql).
This shows R Op∗(Ql) is an l-adic sheaf of diIerential graded algebras on SEt(B OG).
5.2.2. Let BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql)) denote the category of bounded below com-
plexes of l-adic sheaves of bi-modules over the l-adic sheaf of diIerential graded
algebras R Op∗(Ql) on SEt(B OG). An object in this category is a bounded below com-
plex of l-adic sheaves M on SEt(B OG) provided with (coherently) associative pairings
R Op∗(Ql)⊗M → M and M⊗R Op∗(Ql)→ M that make the obvious diagrams commute.
Morphisms M ′ → M in this category are morphisms of complexes that are compati-
ble with the extra structure. (See [14] for details on diIerential graded algebras and
modules over them.)
5.2.3. Given K ∈DG+(BG;Ql), the associative pairings Ql ⊗K → K and K ⊗Ql → K
imply that R Op∗(K) belongs to BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql)).
5.2.4. Let #[1]⊗Ql denote the normalization of the simplicial abelian group given by
n→ #[1]n⊗Ql. We will de-ne two maps f; g :M → N in BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql))
to be homotopic if there exists a map H :M ⊗#[1]⊗Ql → N so that f=H ◦ d0 and
g=H ◦ d1, with di :M ∼= M ⊗ #[0]⊗Ql → M ⊗ #[1]⊗Ql being the obvious maps.
The associated homotopy category (i.e. where a morphism is an equivalence class
of maps in the equivalence relation generated by the above de-nition of homotopy) is
denoted HBiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql)). The corresponding derived category is obtained
from HBiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql)) by inverting maps that induce isomorphisms on
cohomology. This will be denoted D(BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql))).
5.3.1. Let Oxn be a -xed geometric point of B OGn and let  : (B OG)n → (B OG)0 be a struc-
ture map of the simplicial scheme B OG. Let Ox0 = (Oxn) be the associated geometric point
of (B OG)0. If (Oxn)• and (Ox0)• are the corresponding simplicial geometric points of B OG,
as observed above, there exists a natural map (Ox0)• → (Oxn)•. If F ′ is a sheaf of diIer-
ential graded modules on SEt(B OG), we will say F ′ has descent (or is OG-equivariant)
if the induced map of stalks (Ox0)∗•F
′ ← (Oxn)∗•F ′ is a quasi-isomorphism for all ge-
ometric points Oxn and for all n¿ 0. Next we let D
OG(BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql)))
denote the full sub-category of D(BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql))) consisting of l-adic
sheaves of diIerential graded bi-modules over R Op∗(Ql) whose cohomology sheaves
are OG-equivariant.
Lemma 5.3.2. Let M ∈D OG(BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql))). Then (HnSEt(B OG)(B OG;M))=
Hn( O.∗(M)) OG for all n.
Proof. Let F ′ denote a sheaf on SEt(B OG) with descent. It follows from 3:9(iii) and
3:7:6 that the natural map F ′ → R O.∗ O.∗(F ′) is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover HnSEt(B OG)
(B OG; F ′) ∼= HnEt(B OG)(B OG; O.∗(F ′)) ∼= O.∗(F ′)
OG if n=0 and ∼= 0 otherwise. Therefore, one
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observes that the spectral sequence
Es; t2 =H
s
SEt(B OG)(B
OG;Ht(M)) ⇒ Hs+t
SEt(B OG)
(B OG;M)
degenerates with Es; t2 = 0 for s¿ 0 providing the isomorphism HtSEt(B OG)(B OG;M) ∼=
&(B OG; O.∗Ht(M)) ∼= Ht( O.∗(M)) OG.
Next let M; N ∈D OG(BiMod+(Et(B OG); R Op∗(Ql))). Then there exists a spectral
sequence:
5.3.3. Es; t2 =Ext
s; t
H∗(R Op∗(Ql))
(H∗(M);H∗(N )) ⇒ Hs+t(RHomR Op∗(Ql)(M;N )):
Moreover, if at each geometric point Ox of B OG; H∗(M)Ox is a projective module
over H∗(R Op∗(Ql))Ox ∼= H∗(BH ;Ql), then the above spectral sequence degenerates
and Es; t2 = 0 for all s¿ 0. (The spectral sequence is established in [14, Theorem 7:3,
Part V]. Recall that the cohomology sheaves H∗(M) are OG-equivariant and hence
lisse. Therefore, the stalk of the term in 5:3:3 at a geometric point Ox identi-es with
Exts; tH∗(R Op∗(Ql)Ox)(H
∗(M)Ox;H∗(N )Ox):)
5.3.4. This holds for example if M =R Op∗(F); F ∈ ShG(Et(BG);Ql). To see this, take
the stalks of the E2-terms at a geometric point Ox of B OG. Since the cohomology
sheaves H∗(R Op∗(F)) are lisse, E
s; t
2; Ox
∼= Exts; tH∗(R Op∗(Ql))Ox(H
∗(R Op∗(F))Ox;H
∗(R Op∗(Ql))Ox).
5:1 shows that H∗(R Op∗(Ql))Ox ∼= H∗(BH ;Ql) and H∗(R Op∗F)Ox ∼= H∗(BH ;F|BH ). Ob-
serve that (BHet)ˆ is simply connected, i.e. 31(BH; ∗)ˆ= 0 where 31 denotes the Hetale
fundamental group where ˆ denotes completion away from the characteristic p. There-
fore F|BH is the constant l-adic sheaf associated to a (free) Zl-module. Therefore
H∗(BH ;F|BH ) is a free module over H∗(BH ;Ql).
Next we de-ne the functor
5.4.1. Lsp∗ :D(BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql)))→ D+(SEt(BG);Ql) by Ql⊗Lsp−1(R Op∗(Ql))
sp−1(N ):
(See [14] part III for a de-nition of the derived tensor product functors considered
above in a somewhat more general setting.)
Proposition 5.4.2. (i) If K ∈DGb (BG;Ql); there exists a map O.∗Lsp∗(R Op)∗(K) → K
which is a quasi-isomorphism and is natural in K .
(ii) The functor R Op∗ :D
G
b (BG;Ql) → D OG(Bi −Mod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql))) is fully
faithful.
(iii) If K; L∈DGb (BG;Ql) the map in (i) induces a quasi-isomorphism:
R Op∗(RHom(K; L))→ RHomR Op∗(Ql)(R Op∗(K); R Op∗(L)): (The two RHom denote de-
rived functors of the appropriate internal Homs.)
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Proof. Observe that Lsp∗ is the left-adjoint to the functor
Rsp∗ :D+(SEt(BG);Ql)→ D(BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql)));
similarly O.∗ is left-adjoint to O.∗. Therefore, the naturality of the map in (i) is clear.
To show it is a quasi-isomorphism, it su;ces to show the restriction of the map in
(i) to each geometric -ber (of the map p over each simplicial geometric point of
B OG) is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore, we readily reduce to the situation where the
map p is replaced by the obvious map from the geometric -ber of p over a -xed
simplicial geometric point Ox• of B OG. If F Ox• denotes the geometric -ber of p over
Ox•, one may readily compute H∗(F Ox• ;K) ∼= H∗(BH ;K). One may also compute the
stalk of R Op∗(K)=R(sp)∗R O.∗(K) at Ox• using 4:2 to be isomorphic to H∗(BH ;K).
Therefore, (i) reduces to the case where the group G is replaced by H and G=H by
H=H . In this case (i) may be established as follows. Since the map in (i) is natural in
K , it su;ces to prove (i) with K replaced by an H -equivariant sheaf L. Next observe
that 31(BH)ˆ= 0, where 31 denotes the Hetale fundamental group and the completion
is away from the characteristic. Therefore the H -equivariant sheaf L is the constant
sheaf associated to a free Zl-module. In this case, (i) follows readily. It follows from
(i) that the functor R Op∗ is fully faithful thereby proving (ii).
Observe that the map in (iii) is adjoint to a map R Op∗(RHom(K; L)⊗LR Op∗(Ql))
R Op∗(K) → R Op∗(RHom(K; L) ⊗ K) → R Op∗(L). This exists in view of the adjunc-
tion between R Op∗ and O.
∗Lsp∗. In order to prove this is a quasi-isomorphism, once
again we reduce to the case where OG is trivial as follows. First observe that the coho-
mology sheaves of R Op∗(K) are lisse on B OG. Therefore, if Ox is a -xed (simplicial) ge-
ometric point of B OG; RHomR Op∗(Ql)(R Op∗(K); R Op∗(L))Ox  RHom(R Op∗(Ql))Ox((R Op∗(K))Ox;
(R Op∗(L))Ox). Then the computation of the stalks as in the proof of Theorem 5:1 reduces
to the case OG is trivial or where G itself is connected. Since the map in (iii) is natural
in K and L, we may reduce to the case these are themselves G-equivariant sheaves.
Since (BGet)ˆ is now simply connected, we may assume that K is the constant sheaf
associated to a free Zl-module. The quasi-isomorphism in (iii) is now clear.
5.5.1. Given M ∈D(BiMod+(SEt(B OG);R Op∗(Ql))), we de-ne the dual of M to be
RHom(R Op∗(Ql))(M;R Op∗(Ql)). This will be denoted DR Op∗(Ql)(M).
One may re-interpret 5:4:2(iii) with L=DQl  Ql as
5.5.2. DR Op∗(Ql)(R Op∗(K))  R Op∗(D(K));
where D(K) denotes the Verdier-dual of K .
Proposition 5.6. Let K ∈DG+(BG;Ql) so that for each simplicial geometric point Ox•
of B OG; the stalk H∗(R Op∗(K))Ox• is a projective module over H
∗(R Op∗(Ql))Ox• . Then
H∗(BG;D(K)) ∼= H∗(BH ;D(K)) OG ∼= (HomH∗(BH ;Ql)(H∗(BH ;K); H∗(BH ;Ql))) OG:
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Proof. The -rst isomorphism follows from 5.1(ii) with X =Spec k. Observe that the
stalks of H∗(R Op∗D(K)) on B OG are H∗(BH ;D(K)) and that the cohomology sheaves
H∗(R Op∗D(K)) are OG-equivariant. Therefore, one may identify H∗(BH ;D(K))
OG
with H∗( O.∗(R Op∗D(K)))
OG. By Lemma 5.3.2, one obtains the isomorphisms:
H∗( O.∗(R Op∗D(K)))
OG ∼= H∗SEt(B OG)(B OG;R Op∗D(K)) ∼= H∗SEt(B OG)(B OG;DR Op∗(Ql)(R Op∗(K))).
By de-nition the last term
5.6. ∗=H∗
SEt(B OG)
(B OG;RHomR Op∗(Ql)(R Op∗(K); R Op∗(Ql))):
One may observe RHom(R( Op)∗(Ql))(R Op∗(K); R Op∗(Ql)) is a complex whose cohomol-
ogy sheaves are OG-equivariant (see the proof of 5:1(ii)). By an argument as in 5:3:2, the
term in 5:6:∗ may now be identi-ed with H∗( O.∗RHomR Op∗(Ql)(R Op∗(K); R Op∗(Ql)))
OG.
Now the arguments in 5:3:3; 5:3:4 along with the observation that O.∗ preserves distin-
guished triangles applies to identify this with
(HomH∗(BH ;Ql)(H∗(BH ;K); H∗(BH ;Ql)))
OG:
Appendix. The Dold–Puppe correspondence
Let A denote an abelian category; a co-chain complex K in A will denote a sequence
Ki ∈A provided with maps d :Ki → Ki+1 so that d2 = 0. Let C0(A) denote the category
of co-chain complexes in A that are trivial in negative degrees. One de-nes the denor-
malizing functor: DN :C0(A)→ (Cosimplicial objects in A) as in [9, pp. 8–9]. (In [9,
pp. 8–9], the corresponding functors between simplicial objects and chain complexes
are considered. Making use of the observation that a simplicial object (a chain complex)
in an abelian category corresponds to a cosimplicial object (co-chain complex, respec-
tively) in the opposite abelian category, one may adapt these to the present situation.)
DN will be inverse to the functor N : (Cosimplicial objects in A)→ C0(A) de-ned by
(NK)n =+i 
=0 coker(di :Kn → Kn+1) with ' : (NK)n → (NK)n+1 induced by d0.
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